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Abstract

To alleviate the data scarcity problem in train-001
ing question answering systems, recent works002
propose additional intermediate pre-training003
for dense passage retrieval (DPR). However,004
there still remains a large discrepancy be-005
tween the provided upstream signals and006
the downstream question-passage relevance,007
which leads to less improvement. To bridge008
this gap, we propose the HyperLink-induced009
Pre-training (HLP), a method to pre-train the010
dense retriever with the text relevance induced011
by hyperlink-based topology within Web doc-012
uments. We demonstrate that the hyperlink-013
based structures of dual-link and co-mention014
can provide effective relevance signals for015
large-scale pre-training that better facilitate016
downstream passage retrieval. We investigate017
the effectiveness of our approach across a wide018
range of open-domain QA datasets under zero-019
shot, few-shot, multi-hop, and out-of-domain020
scenarios. The experiments show our HLP out-021
performs the BM25 by up to 7 points as well as022
other pre-training methods by up to 30 points023
in terms of top-20 retrieval accuracy under the024
zero-shot scenario. Furthermore, HLP signifi-025
cantly outperforms other pre-training methods026
under the other scenarios.027

1 Introduction028

Open-domain question answering (OpenQA) aims029

to answer factual open questions with a large ex-030

ternal corpus of passages. Current approaches to031

OpenQA usually adopt a two-stage retriever-reader032

paradigm (Chen et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2021) to033

fetch the final answer span. The performance of034

OpenQA systems is largely bounded by the re-035

triever as it determines the evidential documents for036

the reader to examine. Traditional retrievers, such037

as TF-IDF and BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza,038

2009), are considered incapable of adapting to sce-039

We will soon release our source code and pre-training
corpus on github.

In 2011 he directed his first 
international feature film, romantic 
comedy "Letters to Santa (Listy do M.)" 

Who directs the romantic comedy 
"Letters to Santa"?

Letters to Santa (Polish: Listy do 
M.), alternatively known as 
Letters to St. Nicholas, is a 2011 
Polish-language romantic comedy 
film, directed by the director 
Mitja Okorn. The action takes 
place during one single Christmas 
Eve, when a few adults find the 
loves of their lives. The film's plot 
refers to the 2003 romantic 
comedy "Love Actually", though 
events of the movie differ from 
the ones in the 2003 film. It was 
shot in Warsaw, Poland from 27 
January to March 2011. The 
movie had 3 sequels, Letters to 
Santa 2 released in 2015, Letters 
to Santa 3 in 2017, and Listy do 
M. 4 that was produced in 2020 
and rescheduled to premiere after

Mitja Okorn

Letters to Santa (film)
Human Query

Our HLP Query 

Wikipedia Passage

The action takes place during one single 
Christmas Eve, when a few adults find 
the loves of their lives.

Letters to Santa (film)
ICT Query

Human query
surrogate

The city area measures 517 km2 (200 sq 
mi) and comprises 18 boroughs.

Warsaw
WLP Query

In-doc 
contextual

Doc-wise 
contextual

Figure 1: An example of different kinds of pseudo Q-
P pairs. Underlined texts are hypertexts that linked to
other Wikipedia pages. The ICT query is a random sen-
tence originated from the passage and the WLP query
is a sentence from the first section of an out-link doc-
ument of the given passage. The text highlighted in
green gives evidence to answer the human query, and
our proposed HLP query can be a better surrogate of
the human query.

narios where deep semantic understanding is re- 040

quired. Recent works (Lee et al., 2019; Karpukhin 041

et al., 2020; Qu et al., 2021) show that by fine- 042

tuning pre-trained language models on sufficient 043

downstream data, dense retrievers can significantly 044

outperform traditional term-based retrievers. 045

Considering the data-hungry nature of the neural 046

retrieval models, extensive efforts (Lee et al., 2019; 047

Chang et al., 2020; Sachan et al., 2021) have been 048

made to design self-supervised tasks to pre-train 049

the retriever. However, these pre-training tasks con- 050

struct relevance signals largely depending on easily 051

achieving sentence-level or document-level contex- 052

tual relationships. For example, the relationship be- 053

tween a sentence and its originated context (shown 054

by the ICT query in Figure 1) may not be sufficient 055

enough to facilitate question-passage matching for 056

the tasks of OpenQA. We also find that these pre- 057

trained retrievers still fall far behind BM25 in our 058
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pilot study on the zero-shot experiment.059

In order to address the shortcomings of the060

matching-oriented pre-training tasks as mentioned061

above, we propose a pre-training method with bet-062

ter surrogates of real natural question-passage (Q-063

P) pairs. We consider two conditions of relevance064

within Q-P pairs, which is similar to the process of065

distantly supervised retriever learning (Mintz et al.,066

2009; Chen et al., 2017).067

1) Evidence Existence The evidence, such068

as entities and their corresponding relations,069

should exist across the query and the targeted070

passage as they both discuss similar facts or071

events related to the answer.072

2) Answer Containing The golden passage073

should contain the answer of the query, which074

means that a text span within the passage can075

provide the information-seeking target of the076

query.077

In this paper, we propose HyperLink-induced078

Pre-training (HLP), a pre-training method to learn079

effective Q-P relevance induced by the hyperlink080

topology within naturally-occurring Web docu-081

ments. Specifically, these Q-P pairs are automat-082

ically extracted from the online documents with083

relevance adequately designed via hyperlink-based084

topology to facilitate downstream retrieval for ques-085

tion answering. Figure 1 shows an example of086

comparison between the human-written query and087

different pseudo queries. By the guidance of hyper-088

links, our HLP query hold the relevance of answer089

containing with the passage (query title occurs in090

the passage). Meanwhile, the HLP query can in-091

troduce far more effective relevance of evidence092

existence than other pseudo queries by deeply min-093

ing the hyperlink topology, e.g., the dual-link struc-094

ture. In figure 1, both HLP query and the passage095

both contain information corresponding to the same096

fact of “Mitja Okorn directed the film of Letters to097

Santa”. This makes our pseudo query low-cost and098

a good surrogate for the manually written query.099

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we100

present a hyperlink-induced relevance construc-101

tion methodology that can better facilitate down-102

stream passage retrieval for question answering,103

and specifically, we propose a pre-training method:104

Hyperlink-induced Pre-training (HLP). Second, we105

conduct evaluations on six popular QA datasets, in-106

vestigating the effectiveness of our approach under107

zero-shot, few-shot, multi-hop, and out-of-domain108

(OOD) scenarios. The experiments show HLP out- 109

performs BM25 in most of the cases under the 110

zero-shot scenario and other pre-training methods 111

under all scenarios. 112

2 Related Work 113

Dense Retriever Pre-training Previous works 114

have attempted to conduct additional pre-training 115

for dense retrievers on various weakly supervised 116

data. Borisov et al. (2016) and Dehghani et al. 117

(2017) pre-trained ranking models on click-logs 118

and BM25-induced signals respectively for web 119

search. Lee et al. (2019) proposed the inverse 120

cloze task (ICT) to pre-train a dense retrieval 121

model, which randomly selects sentences as pseudo 122

queries, and matched them to the passages that 123

they originate from. Besides, Chang et al. (2020) 124

proposed the pre-training task of wiki link predic- 125

tion (WLP) and body first selection (BFS) tasks. 126

Similar to our work, the WLP task also leveraged 127

the hyperlinks within Wikipedia to construct rel- 128

evant text pairs. However, as shown in figure 1, 129

the WLP pseudo query can only ensure the weak 130

doc-wise contextual relationship with the passage. 131

Guu et al. (2020) proposed the masked-salient-span 132

pre-training task which optimizes a retrieval model 133

by the distant supervision of language model objec- 134

tive. As a follow-up, Sachan et al. (2021) combined 135

ICT with the masked-salient-span task and further 136

improved the pre-training effectiveness. 137

Data Augmentation via Question Generation 138

Ma et al. (2021), Reddy et al. (2021) and Oğuz 139

et al. (2021) all investigate training a dense retriever 140

on questions synthesized by large question gen- 141

erative (QG) models. Targeting on the zero-shot 142

setting, Ma et al. (2021) trained a question gen- 143

erator on general-domain question passage pairs 144

from community platforms and publicly available 145

academic datasets. Reddy et al. (2021) focused 146

more on domain transfer and trained the QG model 147

on QA datasets of Wikipedia articles. Oğuz et al. 148

(2021) uses the synthetically generated questions 149

from PAQ datasaset (Lewis et al., 2021) and the 150

post-comment pairs from dataset of Reddit conver- 151

sations for retrieval pre-training. Recently, Shinoda 152

et al. (2021) reveals that the QG models tend to 153

generate questions with high lexical overlap which 154

amplify the bias of QA dataset. Different to these 155

studies, our method focuses on a more general set- 156

ting where the retriever is only trained with the 157

naturally occurring web documents, and has no 158
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Figure 2: The figure on the left shows a partial Wikipedia graph where two types of pseudo Q-P pairs (ai, bj)
and (ck, dl) are presented. The text boxes on the right show two concrete examples of HLP Q-P pairs where text
highlighted in green gives evidence while in orange indicates the answer span.

access to any downstream datasets.159

3 Hyperlink-induced Pre-training (HLP)160

In this section, we firstly discuss the background161

of OpenQA retrieval, then our methodology and162

training framework.163

3.1 Preliminaries164

Passage Retrieval Given a question q, passage165

retrieval aims to provide a set of relevant passages p166

from a large corpus D. Our work adopts Wikipedia167

as source corpus and each passage is a disjoint168

segment within a document from D.169

OpenQA Q-P Relevance For OpenQA, a pas-170

sage p is considered relevant to the query q if p171

conveys similar facts and contains the answer to172

q. These two conditions of relevance, namely evi-173

dence existence and answer containing, are prop-174

erly introduced into the HLP Q-P pairs under the175

guidance of desired hyperlink structure. We will176

discuss more in this section.177

To better formulate the relevance of pseudo Q-P178

pairs, we denote the sequence of passages within179

a document as A = [a1, a2, ..., anA ] where A ∈ D.180

The corresponding topical entity and the title of181

document A are denoted as eA and tA, respectively.182

We use mA to indicate a mention of entity eA,183

which is a hypertext span linking to document A.184

Note that the mention span mA is usually identical185

to the document title tA or a variant version of it.186

Further, we define F(p) as the entity-level factual187

information conveyed by the passage p, which is a188

set consists of the topical entity eP and the entities189

mentioned within passage p. 190

Evidence Existence in HLP With appropriately 191

designed hyperlink topologies, our HLP Q-P pairs 192

guarantee the co-occurrence of entities which are 193

presented as hypertext or topics in q and p. This is 194

considered as evidence across the Q-P pairs: 195

F(q) ∩ F(p) 6= ∅ (1) 196

Furthermore, we conjecture that HLP is more 197

likely to achieve fact-level relevance than entity- 198

level overlap. We conduct human evaluation in 199

Section 6.3 and case studies in Appendix G to sup- 200

port this conjecture. Moreover, we demonstrate 201

that any Q-P pair containing hyperlink-induced fac- 202

tual evidence, which is represented as a triple that 203

induced by hyperlinks, is included in our proposed 204

topologies, which are included in Appendix D. 205

Answer Containing in HLP We consider the 206

document title tQ as the information-seeking target 207

of q. Accordingly, the relevance of answer contain- 208

ing can be formulated as 209

tQ ⊆ p (2) 210

The rationale behind this is that both the natural 211

question and the Wikipedia document are intended 212

to describe related facts and events regarding a 213

targeted object, whereas the object is an answer for 214

a question but a topic for a Wikipedia document. 215

This similarity leads us to take the document title 216

as the information-seeking target of its context. 217

3.2 Hyperlink-induced Q-P Pairs 218

Based on analysis of how queries match their ev- 219

idential passages in the NQ (Kwiatkowski et al., 220
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2019) dataset, we propose two kinds of hyperlink221

topology for relevance construction: Dual-link and222

Co-mention. We present our exploratory data anal-223

ysis on NQ dataset in Appendix C. Here we dis-224

cuss the desired hyperlink topologies and the cor-225

responding relevance of the pseudo Q-P pairs.226

Dual-link (DL) Among all NQ training samples,227

55% of questions mention the title of their corre-228

sponding golden passage. This observation moti-229

vates us to leverage the topology of dual-link (DL)230

for relevance construction. We consider a passage231

pair (ai, bj) follows the dual-link topology if they232

link to each other. An example of a DL pair (ai, bj)233

is shown in Figure 2, in which passage bj men-234

tions the title of document A as mA, satisfying the235

condition of answer containing:236

tA ≈ mA and mA ⊆ bj (3)237

Further, since the passages ai and bj both mention238

the topical entity of the other, the entities eA and239

eB appear in both passages as evidence:240

{eA, eB} ⊆ F(ai) ∩ F(bj) (4)241

Co-mention (CM) Among all NQ training sam-242

ples, about 40% of questions fail to match the dual-243

link condition but mention the same third-party244

entity as their corresponding golden passages. In245

light of this observation, we utilize another topol-246

ogy of Co-mention (CM). We consider that a pas-247

sage pair (ck, dl) follows the Co-mention topology248

if they both link to a third-party document E and dl249

links to ck. Figure 2 illustrates a CM pair (cl, dk)250

where answer containing is ensured as the title of251

ck occurs in dl:252

tC ≈ mC and mC ⊆ dl (5)253

Since both cl and dk mention a third-party entity254

eE , and that eC is a topical entity in cl while a men-255

tioned entity in dk, we have entity-level evidence256

across cl and dk as:257

{eC , eE} ⊆ F(ck) ∩ F(dl) (6)258

In practice, we use sentence-level queries which259

contain the corresponding evidential hypertext, and260

we do not prepend the title to the passage in order261

to reduce the superficial entity-level overlap. To262

improve the quality of CM pairs, we filter out those263

with a co-mentioned entity which has a top 10%264

highest-ranked in-degree among the Wikipedia en-265

tity. To illustrate how we construct our pseudo Q-P266

pairs, we present pseudo code in Appendix E.267

Furthermore, we highlight that HLP has the fol- 268

lowing advantages: 1) it introduces more semantic 269

variants and paraphrasing for better text matching. 270

2) The hypertext reflects potential interests or needs 271

of users in relevant information, which is consistent 272

to the downstream information-seeking propose. 273

3.3 Bi-encoder Training 274

We adopt a BERT-based bi-encoder to encode 275

queries and passages separately into d-dimension 276

vectors. The output representation is derived from 277

the last hidden state of the [CLS] token and the final 278

matching score is measured by the inner product: 279

hq = BERTQ(q)([CLS]) 280

hp = BERTP(p)([CLS]) 281

S(p, q) = hTq · hp 282

Let B = {〈qi, p+i , p
−
i 〉}ni=1 be a mini-batch with 283

n instances. Each instance contains a question qi 284

paired with a positive passage p+i and a negative 285

passage p−i . With in-batch negative sampling, each 286

question qi considers all the passages in B except 287

its own gold p+i as negatives, resulting in 2n − 1 288

negatives per question in total. We use the negative 289

log likelihood of the positive passage as our loss 290

for optimization: 291

L(qi, p
+
i , p

−
i,1, ..., p

−
i,2n−1) 292

=− log
eS(qi,p

+
i )

eS(qi,p
+
i ) +

∑2n−1
j=1 eS(qi,p

−
i,j)

293

4 Experimental Setup 294

In this session, we discuss the pre-training cor- 295

pus preparation, downstream datasets, the hyper- 296

parameter and the basic setup for our experiments. 297

4.1 Pre-training Corpus 298

We adopt Wikipedia as our source corpusD for pre- 299

training as it is the largest encyclopedia covering 300

diverse topics with good content quality and link- 301

ing structures. We choose the snapshot 03-01-2021 302

of an English Wikipedia dump, and process it with 303

WikiExtractor2 to obtain clean context. After filter- 304

ing out documents with blank text or a title less than 305

three letters, following previous work (Karpukhin 306

et al., 2020), we split the remaining documents into 307

disjoint chunks of 100 words as passages, resulting 308

in over 22 million passages in the end. 309

2Available at https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
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4.2 Downstream Datasets310

We evaluate our method on several open-domain311

question answering benchmarks which are shown312

below.313

Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al.,314

2019) is a popular QA dataset with real queries315

from Google Search and annotated answers from316

Wikipedia.317

TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) contains question-318

answer pairs scraped from trivia websites.319

WebQuestions (WQ) (Berant et al., 2013) consists320

of questions generated by Google Suggest API with321

entity-level answers from Freebase.322

HotpotQA (Fullwiki) (Yang et al., 2018) is a323

human-annotated multi-hop question answering324

dataset.325

BioASQ (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015) is a competition326

on biomedical semantic indexing and question an-327

swering. We evaluate its factoid questions from328

task 8B.329

MS MARCO (Passage Ranking) (Nguyen et al.,330

2016) consists of real-world user queries and a331

large collection of Web passages extracted by Bing332

search engine.333

Retrieval Corpus For downstream retrieval, we334

use the 21M Wikipedia passages provided by DPR335

(Karpukhin et al., 2020) for NQ, TriviaQA and WQ.336

For BioASQ, we take the abstracts of PubMed arti-337

cles from task 8A with the same split to Reddy et al.338

(2021)’s work. For HotpotQA and MS MARCO,339

we use the official corpus.340

4.3 Implementation Details341

During the pre-training, we train the bi-encoder for342

5 epochs with parameters shared, using a batch size343

of 400 and an Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,344

2014) with a learning rate 2× 10−5, linear schedul-345

ing with 10% warm-up steps. Our HLP and all346

the reproduced baselines are trained on 20 million347

Q-P pairs with in-batch negative sampling, and the348

best checkpoints are selected based on the average349

rank of gold passages evaluated on the NQ dev set.350

The pre-training takes around 3 days using eight351

NVIDIA V100 32GB GPUs.352

For the downstream, we use the same hyper-353

parameters for all experiments. Specifically, we354

fine-tune the pre-trained models for 40 epochs with355

a batch size of 256 and the same optimizer and356

learning rate settings to the pre-training. We con-357

duct evaluation on respective dev sets to select best358

checkpoints, and we use the last checkpoint if there359

is no dev set or test set (e.g. HotpotQA). More 360

details can be found in the Appendix A. 361

4.4 Baselines 362

Most existing baselines have been implemented un- 363

der different experimental settings, which have a 364

substantial effect on the retrieval performance. To 365

ensure fairness, we reproduce several pre-training 366

methods (ICT, WLP, BFS, and their combina- 367

tion) under the same experimental setting, such 368

as batch size, base model, amount of pre-training 369

data, and so on. The only difference between our 370

method and the re-implemented baselines is the 371

self-supervision signal derived from the respective 372

pre-training samples. Our reproduced BM25 base- 373

line is better than that reported in Karpukhin et al. 374

(2020), and the re-implemented pre-training meth- 375

ods also perform better than those reported by the 376

recent work3. In addition, we include the work 377

REALM (Guu et al., 2020) as a baseline which has 378

recently been reproduced by Sachan et al. (2021) 379

using 240 GPUs and is named masked salient spans 380

(MSS). We note that most related works gain im- 381

provements from varying downstream setting or 382

synthetic pre-training with access to the down- 383

stream data of respective domain, which is out of 384

the scope of our interests. 385

5 Experiments 386

5.1 Main Results 387

Table 1 shows the retrieval accuracy of different 388

models on three popular QA datasets under zero- 389

shot and full-set fine-tuning settings. 390

Under zero-shot setting, HLP consistently out- 391

performs BM25 except for the top-5 retrieval ac- 392

curacy of TriviaQA, while all other pre-training 393

baselines are far behind. We attribute the minor 394

improvement over BM25 on TriviaQA to a high 395

overlap between questions and passages, which 396

gives term-based retriever a clear advantage. We 397

investigate the coverage of the question tokens that 398

appear in the gold passage and find that the over- 399

lap is indeed higher in TriviaQA (62.8%) than NQ 400

(60.7%) and WQ (57.5%). 401

After fine-tuning, all models with intermediate 402

pre-training give better results than the vanilla DPR 403

while our HLP achieves the best in nearly all cases. 404

3Our reproduced ICT and BFS surpass the reproduction
from recent work (Oğuz et al., 2021) by 15 and 12 points,
respectively, in terms of top-20 retrieval accuracy on NQ test
set under zero-shot setting.
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NQ TriviaQA WQ
top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100

w/o fine-tuning (zero-shot)
BM25† 43.6 62.9 78.1 66.4 76.4 83.2 42.6 62.8 76.8
ICT† (Lee et al., 2019) 23.4 40.7 58.1 33.3 51.3 69.9 19.9 36.2 56.0
WLP† (Chang et al., 2020) 28.5 47.3 65.3 51.3 67.0 79.1 26.9 49.0 68.1
BFS† (Chang et al., 2020) 31.0 49.9 67.5 43.8 61.1 74.7 28.5 48.0 67.7
ICT+WLP+BFS† (Chang et al., 2020) 32.3 50.2 68.0 49.7 65.5 78.3 28.4 47.8 67.5
MSS (Sachan et al., 2021) 41.7 59.8 74.9 53.3 68.2 79.4 - - -
HLP 51.2 70.2 82.0 65.9 76.9 84.0 49.3 66.9 80.8

w/ fine-tuning
No Pre-train† 68.5 79.6 86.5 71.3 79.7 85.0 61.6 74.5 81.7
ICT† (Lee et al., 2019) 69.8 81.1 87.0 70.4 79.8 85.5 63.7 75.5 83.4
WLP† (Chang et al., 2020) 69.8 81.4 87.4 73.1 81.5 86.1 64.5 75.2 83.9
BFS† (Chang et al., 2020) 68.7 80.1 86.5 72.8 80.8 86.0 63.0 75.1 83.5
ICT+WLP+BFS† (Chang et al., 2020) 68.9 80.9 87.7 74.6 82.2 86.5 64.1 76.7 84.4
HLP 70.9 81.4 88.0 75.3 82.4 86.9 65.5 76.5 84.5

Table 1: Top-k (k ∈ {5, 20, 100}) retrieval accuracy, measured as the percentage of top k retrieved passages with
the answer contained. The upper block of the table describes the performance under zero-shot setting, while the
lower under the full-set fine-tuning setting. †: Our re-implementation.

Among ICT, WLP and BFS, we observe that WLP405

is the most competitive with or without fine-tuning,406

and additional improvements can be achieved by407

combining three of them. This observation indi-408

cates that pre-training with diverse relevance leads409

to better generalization to downstream tasks, while410

document-wise relevance is more adaptable for the411

OpenQA retrieval. The advantage of document-412

wise relevance may come from the fact that texts413

in different documents are likely written by differ-414

ent parties, providing less superficial cues for text415

matching, which is beneficial for the downstream416

retrieval. Our HLP learns both coarse-grained417

document-wise relationships as well as the fine-418

grained entity-level evidence, which results in a419

significant improvement.420

5.2 Few-shot Learning421

To investigate the retrieval effectiveness in a more422

realistic scenario, we conduct experiments for423

few-shot learning. Specifically, we fine-tune the424

pre-trained models on large datasets (NQ, Triv-425

iaQA) with m (m = {16, 256, 1024}) samples426

and present the few-shot retrieval results in Ta-427

ble 2. With only a few hundred labeled data428

for fine-tuning, all the models with intermediate429

pre-training perform better than that without, and430

HLP outperforms the other methods by a larger431

margin when m is smaller. Among three re-432

implemented baselines, WLP gains the largest im-433

provement with increasing number of samples, out-434

performing ICT and BFS when a thousand labelled435

samples are provided for fine-tuning.436

NQ TriviaQA
top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100

m = 16
No Pre-train 12.7 24.2 40.2 18.6 32.6 51.0
ICT 37.1 54.4 70.5 47.2 62.5 75.8
WLP 29.8 48.2 65.5 51.4 66.9 79.2
BFS 39.8 57.9 73.2 46.9 62.2 75.2
HLP 51.9 70.3 81.6 65.9 76.9 84.0

m = 128
No Pre-train 38.0 53.4 68.8 38.0 53.4 68.8
ICT 47.0 64.2 77.4 58.5 71.4 81.0
WLP 44.9 62.4 76.6 63.1 74.5 82.6
BFS 44.4 62.8 76.7 59.2 71.7 80.8
HLP 55.2 71.3 81.8 67.7 77.7 84.4

m = 1024
No Pre-train 49.7 66.4 78.8 54.0 67.2 77.6
ICT 55.9 72.2 83.7 63.8 75.7 83.3
WLP 57.2 73.6 83.9 67.2 77.5 84.5
BFS 53.7 71.7 83.1 63.6 75.3 83.1
HLP 60.6 76.4 85.3 70.2 79.8 85.4

Table 2: Few-shot retrieval accuracy on NQ and Trivi-
aQA test sets after fine-tuning with m annotated sam-
ples.

5.3 Out-of-domain (OOD) Scenario 437

While HLP is pre-trained on Wikipedia pages, we 438

conduct additional experiments on BioASQ and 439

MS MARCO datasets with non-Wikipedia corpus 440

to further verify its out-of-domain (OOD) gener- 441

alization. Following Gururangan et al. (2020), we 442

measure the similarity between corpus by comput- 443

ing the vocabulary overlap of the top 10K frequent 444

words (excluding stopwords). We observe a vo- 445

cabulary overlap of 36.2% between BioASQ and 446

Wikipedia while 61.4% between MS MARCO and 447

Wikipedia, indicating that these two domains differ 448

considerably from our pre-training corpus. 449

The results of zero-shot retrieval on BioASQ 450
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Model Negative
NQ TriviaQA WebQ

top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100

Dual-link
0 46.2 64.7 78.0 60.5 73.0 81.2 44.6 65.2 78.8
1 49.0 67.8 79.7 62.0 73.8 82.1 48.4 67.1 79.5

Co-mention
0 35.8 57.1 75.1 58.9 73.1 82.6 36.2 58.9 76.2
1 42.5 62.2 77.9 63.2 75.8 83.7 45.4 64.5 78.9

HLP
0 45.7 66.0 79.9 62.6 75.2 83.0 43.9 64.1 79.4
1 51.2 70.2 82.0 65.9 76.9 84.0 49.3 66.9 80.8

Table 3: Ablation studies on different types of topologies and negatives. The retrieval accuracy of models trained
with different types of Q-P pairs and additional negatives on NQ, TriviaQA, and WebQ datasets.

and MS MARCO datasets are presented in Table451

4. For BioASQ, HLP is competitive with both452

BM25 and AugDPR(Reddy et al., 2021) while sig-453

nificantly outperforming ICT, WLP, and BFS. Note454

that AugDPR is a baseline that has access to NQ455

labeled data whereas our HLP is trained in an un-456

supervised way. For MS MARCO, HLP consis-457

tently outperforms other pre-training methods but458

falls behind BM25 under zero-shot setting. We459

conjecture the performance degradation on MS460

MARCO is attributed to two factors: 1) the Q-P461

lexical overlap of MS MARCO (65.7%) is higher462

than that in BioASQ (48.7%) as well as other463

datasets; 2) the information-seeking target of the464

MS MARCO query is the entire passage rather than465

a short answer span, which is biased towards our466

proposed answer containing. we also observe that467

pre-training exclusively with DL pairs achieves bet-468

ter results in MS MARCO, indicating the generality469

of relevance induced by DL topology.470

BioASQ MS MARCO
top20 top100 R@20 R@100

BM25 42.1‡ 50.5‡ 49.0 69.0
DPR 34.7‡ 46.9‡ - -
AugDPR 41.4‡ 52.4‡ - -
ICT 8.9 18.6 10.8 19.5
WLP 29.7 44.3 18.4 36.0
BFS 28.4 41.9 28.0 44.7
HLP (DL) 46.0 56.9 42.0 62.6
HLP (CM) 37.8 54.7 26.6 47.3
HLP (DL+CM) 40.8 58.3 37.3 60.0

Table 4: Top-20/100 zero-shot retrieval accuracy on
BioASQ and Top-20/100 zero-shot recall on MS
MARCO. ‡: (Reddy et al., 2021)

5.4 Multi-hop Retrieval471

While HLP aims to acquires the ability in matching472

document-wise concepts and facts, it raises our in-473

terest in its capability for multi-hop scenarios. We474

evaluate our methods on HotpotQA in a single-hop475

manner. Specifically, for each query, we randomly476

selects one golden passage from the two as a posi-477

tive passage and one additional passage with high 478

TF-IDF scores as a negative passage. Our models 479

are further fine-tuned on the HotpotQA training 480

set and evaluated on the bridge and the compari- 481

son type questions from the development set, re- 482

spectively. The results of our study are shown in 483

Table 5 which reveals that HLP consistently out- 484

performs others methods, with up to a 11-point 485

improvement on top-5 retrieval accuracy of bridge 486

questions. Furthermore, WLP yields a 4-point ad- 487

vantages in average over ICT and BFS on bridge 488

questions, showing that document-wise relevance 489

contributes to better associative abilities. We in- 490

clude a case study in Appendix F. 491

Bridge Comparison
top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100

No Pre-train 25.0 40.5 58.0 83.0 94.2 97.4
ICT 28.1 43.8 61.8 84.8 94.4 98.3
WLP 32.1 49.1 66.0 89.7 97.3 99.2
BFS 29.0 44.7 62.1 87.4 95.8 98.7
HLP 36.9 53.0 68.5 94.4 98.5 99.5

Table 5: Retrieval accuracy on questions from Hot-
potQA dev set, measured as the percentage of top-k
retrieved passages which include both golds.

6 Analysis 492

6.1 Ablation Study 493

To better understand how different key factors af- 494

fect the results, we conduct ablation experiments 495

with results shown in Table 3. 496

Hyperlink-based Topologies Our proposed 497

dual-link (DL) and co-mention (CM) Q-P pairs, 498

provide evidence induced by different hyperlink- 499

based topologies. To examine their respective ef- 500

fectiveness, we pre-train retrievers on Q-P pairs 501

derived from each topology and their combinations. 502

We present zero-shot retrieval results in Table 3, 503

which show that retrievers pre-trained on DL pairs 504

has a distinct advantage over that on CM pairs, 505

while combining both gives extra improvement. 506

Negative Passage In practice, negative sampling 507
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is essential for learning a high-quality encoder. Be-508

sides in-batch negative, our reported HLP employs509

one additional negative for each query. We further510

explore the impact of the additional negatives dur-511

ing pre-training. In our ablation study, pre-training512

with additional negatives improves the results sig-513

nificantly, which may be attributed to using more514

in-batch pairs for text matching. More details on515

implementation and negative sampling strategies516

can be found in Appendix B.517

6.2 Analysis on Q-P Overlap518

We carry out extensive analysis on the Q-P lexical519

overlap in the task of retrieval. Specifically, we to-520

kenize q, p using the BERT tokenizer and measure521

the Q-P overlap as the proportion of the question522

tokens that appear in the corresponding passage.523

Based on the degree of Q-P overlap, we divided the524

NQ dev set into five categories for further analysis.525

Distribution of Q-P Overlap Figure 3 shows526

both the pre-training and the retrieved pairs of527

HLP have a more similar overlap distribution with528

the downstream NQ dataset than the other methods,529

which implies the consistency between the rele-530

vance provided by HLP and that in real information-531

seeking scenario.532

Figure 3: Distribution of overlap on pseudo and down-
stream Q-P pairs (left), and that between the query
and the top-1 passage retrieved by different pre-trained
models (right).

Retrieval Performance vs. Q-P Overlap Fig-533

ure 4 shows the top-20 retrieval accuracy on the534

samples with varying degrees of Q-P overlap. Both535

figures show that the retrievers are more likely to536

return answer-containing passages when there is537

higher Q-P overlap, suggesting that all these mod-538

els can exploit lexical overlap for passage retrieval.539

Under the zero-shot setting, HLP outperforms all540

the methods except BM25 when r is larger than541

0.8, which reflects the strong reasoning ability of542

HLP and the overlap-dependent nature of the term-543

based retrievers. After fine-tuning, models with ad-544

ditional pre-training perform better than the vanilla545

DPR while HLP outperforms all other methods in546

most of the cases. It is important to note that HLP is 547

pre-trained on more high-overlap text pairs while 548

it performs better than all the other methods when 549

fewer overlaps are provided. We speculate that this 550

is because the overlapping in HLP Q-P pairs mostly 551

comes from the factual information, such as entity, 552

which introduces fewer superficial cues, allowing 553

for better adaptation to the downstream cases. 554

Figure 4: Top-20 retrieval accuracy of pre-training
(left) and fine-tuning (right) on the divided NQ dev set.

6.3 Human Evaluation on Q-P pairs 555

We conduct human evaluation to investigate the 556

proportion of Q-P pairs that convey the similar fact- 557

level information. Specially, we randomly selected 558

one hundred examples from our constructed Q-P 559

pairs and asked annotators to identify whether the 560

query and the corresponding passage convey simi- 561

lar facts. Each case is evaluated by three annotators 562

and the result is determined by their votes. Our 563

results are shown in Table 6, and we further present 564

case studies in Appendix G. 565

DL CM WLP
Votes 61% 40% 15%

Table 6: Human evaluation on pseudo Q-P pairs con-
structed by different methods.

7 Conclusion 566

This paper proposes Hyperlink-induced Pre- 567

training (HLP), a pre-training method for OpenQA 568

passage retrieval by leveraging the online textual 569

relevance induced by hyperlink-based topology. 570

Our experiments show that HLP gains significant 571

improvements across multiple QA datasets un- 572

der different scenarios, consistently outperforming 573

other pre-training methods. Our method provides 574

insights into OpenQA passage retrieval by analyz- 575

ing the underlying bi-text relevance. Future work 576

involves addressing tasks like MS MARCO where 577

the granularity of the information-seeking target is 578

at the passage level. 579
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A Parameter Details727

For the pre-training, all models including our re-728

produced baselines are trained with 20 million Q-P729

pairs with in-batch negative sampling. Specifically,730

our reported HLP is trained on the combination731

of 10 million DL pairs and 10 million CM pairs.732

The HLP (DL) and HLP (CM) reported in Table 4733

are trained on 10 million DL pairs and 10 million734

CM pairs, respectively. More parameters details735

are shown in the table below.736

Hyperparameter Pre-training Fine-tuning
Epoch 5 40

Batch Size 400 256
GPU Resource 32GB GPU × 8 32GB GPU × 8
Learning Rate 2e-5 2e-5
Warmup Ratio 0.1 0.1

Learning Rate Decay Linear Linear
Shared Encoder True False

Maximum Q Length 150 256
Maximum P Length 256 256

B Negative Sampling 737

While negative sampling plays an import role in 738

contrast learning, we have explored different types 739

of negatives to pair with queries: (1) Random nega- 740

tives: passages randomly selected from the corpus 741

(2) Overlap negatives: passages have entity over- 742

lap with queries but fail to match either DL or 743

CM topology. Our experimental results in Table 7 744

show that the model perform better when it adopts 745

random negatives. We conjecture that the overlap 746

negatives may be too hard for the self-supervised 747

pre-training. Thus, we pair one random negative to 748

each query during pre-training. 749

Negative
Type

NQ TriviaQA
top5 top20 top100 top5 top20 top100

None 45.7 66.0 79.9 62.6 75.2 83.0
Random 51.2 70.2 82.0 65.9 76.9 84.0
Overlap 49.7 67.8 80.3 63.1 75.1 83.0

Table 7: Top-k zero-shot retrieval accuracy on NQ and
TriviaQA test set of HLP model pre-trained with differ-
ent types of negatives.

C Data Analysis on NQ Samples 750

In this part, we detailedly discuss how we conduct 751

exploratory data analysis on NQ training set to de- 752

termine the hyperlink-based topology. Driven by a 753

strong interest in what kind of roles the overlapping 754

spans play between the queries q and passages p, 755

we conduct exploratory data analysis on the widely- 756

used NQ dataset. 757

Specifically, we recognize all entities and men- 758

tions from the queries and the passages using 759

TagMe (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010) for further 760

investigation. As a result, we observe about 55% 761

queries q either explicitly mentions the titles of p or 762

the successfully links to the document where p orig- 763

inated via TagMe, which motivates us to construct 764

the dual-link topology where the pseudo queries 765

q mention p via a hypertext. Moreover, we ob- 766

serve about 45% queries do not mention title of q 767

but share the same mentions with p which encour- 768

ages us to adopt the co-mention topology where 769

the pseudo q and p both mention a third-party doc- 770

ument through hypertext. 771

D Fact-level Evidence Reduction 772

Intuitively, we assume the mentioned entity, let’s 773

say eY mentioned in a Wikipedia document X , 774

is used to describe the topical entity eX of this 775

document. In other words, eY is likely to attend 776
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in a topically relevant fact or event, which can be777

represented as a triple <eX , rXY , eY > where rXY778

is a latent relation between eX and eY .779

Given any passage pair (q, p) from Wikipedia,780

we call q and p have fact-level evidence if they781

both entail a fact that can be represented as a triple782

<eX , rXY , eY > where eX , eY are entities and rXY783

is their corresponding relations. Further, if both784

passages q and p contain representative hypertext785

or topic of eX and eY , we say this fact-level evi-786

dence can be induced by hyperlink-based topology,787

namely hyperlink-induced fact. In this session, we788

prove that any Q-P pair with hyperlink-induced fact789

while satisfying answer containing is within either790

DL or CM hyperlink-based topology.791

Following the example above, both q and p con-792

tain a factual triple <eX , rXY , eY >. Since men-793

tioned entities are used to describe the topical en-794

tity, we have facts <eQ, rQX , eX>, <eQ, rQY , eY >795

at q-side while <eP , rPX , eX>, <eP , rPY , eY > at796

p-side. Further, p contains <eP , rPQ, eQ> because797

of the answer containing condition.798

Case1: The entity eP = eX or eP = eY . Then q799

provides facts <eQ, rQP , eP> where rQP is likely800

but not necessarily to be identical to rPQ in p. In801

this case, (q, p) fits in the Dual-link topology in our802

definition.803

Case2: The entity eP 6= eX and eP 6= eY .804

Then given the facts <eQ, rQX , eX> at q-side, and805

<eP , rPX , eX>, <eP , rPQ, eQ> at p-side, (q, p) fits806

in the Co-mention topology.807

E Pseudo Code for HLP Pairs808

Algorithm 1: HLP Pairs Identification
Notation:

q, p←Wikipedia passages
tQ ← Topical entity of passage q
M(q)← The set of entities mentioned in q
din(q)← in-degree of the Wikipedia entity tQ
K ← in-degree threshold for CM pairs

Def IsDL(q, p):
if tP ∈M(q) & tQ ∈M(p) then

return 1
else

return 0
;
Def IsCM(q, p):

foreach m ∈M(q) do
if din(m) < K & m ∈M(p) &
tQ ∈M(p) then

return 1
else

return 0

809

F Case Studies on Multi-hop Retrieval 810

We evaluate HLP on multi-hop scenario where 811

knowledge from different documents need to be 812

associated for retrieval. Besides significant im- 813

provements shown in Table 5, we conduct case 814

study to investigate its capability on knowledge- 815

intensive retrieval. In Table 8, a complex ques- 816

tion is proposed, requiring the retriever firstly to 817

retrieve the document “Apple Remote” and then 818

“Front Row (software)” to fetch the final answer. 819

Our HLP successfully retrieves both golds in the 820

top-10 retrieved passages while the vanilla DPR 821

fails. We find 6 items retrieved by HIS are related 822

to the brand “Apple” while 4 are by DPR, show- 823

ing stronger comprehension and associative ability 824

from HLP. 825

Question:
Aside from the Apple Remote, what other device can control the
program Apple Remote was originally designed to interact with?
Evidence Passage:
1. Apple Remote: The Apple Remote is a remote control device ...
was originally designed to interact with the Front Row media ...
2. Front Row (software): Front Row is a discontinued media ... is
controlled by an Apple Remote or the keyboard function keys ...
Top-10 Retrieved Titles (Ours):
Apple Remote; ITunes Remote; Remote computer; Wii Remote;
Remote Shell; Kinect; Siri Remote; Front Row (software); Apple
TV; Spinning pinwheel;
Top-10 Retrieved Titles (DPR’s):
Apple Remote; ITunes Remote; Console (video game CLI); Con-
trol Panel (Windows); Apple Wireless Keyboard; Chooser (Mac
OS); Remote computer; Media player (software); ToggleKeys;
Button (computing);

Table 8: Case studies on HotpotQA dataset. Blue col-
ored text denote the titles of gold passages while red is
the final answer span.

G Case Studies on Q-P Paraphrase 826

Besides human evaluation, we present case studies 827

on HLP Q-P pairs, which is shown in Table 9 and 828

Table 10. As we can see in the tables, a few lexical 829

variants of entities and fact-level paraphrasing are 830

presented across questions and passages, which can 831

be interpreted as factual evidence for OpenQA pas- 832

sage matching. For example, entity-level variants 833

such as “Robert and Richard Sherman” vs. “Sher- 834

man Brothers”, and fact-level paraphrases such as 835

“Abby Kelley and Stephen Symonds Foster ... work- 836

ing for abolitionism” vs. “... radical abolitionists, 837

Abby Kelley Foster and her husband Stephen S. 838

Foster” can be found in our examples. 839
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Query Passage
Title: Abby Kelley
Liberty Farm in Worcester, Massachusetts,
the home of Abby Kelley and Stephen
Symonds Foster, was designated a
National Historic Landmark because of
its association with their lives of working
for abolitionism.

Title: Worcester, Massachusetts
Two of the nation’s most radical abolitionists, Abby Kelley Foster and her husband Stephen S. Foster,
adopted Worcester as their home, as did Thomas Wentworth Higginson, the editor of The Atlantic
Monthly and Emily Dickinson’s avuncular correspondent, and Unitarian minister Rev. Edward Everett
Hale. The area was already home to Lucy Stone, Eli Thayer, and Samuel May Jr. They were joined in
their political activities by networks of related Quaker families such as the Earles and the Chases, whose
organizing efforts were crucial to ...

Title: Callisto Corporation
They were best known for their series
of computer games for the Macintosh
in the 1990s, including ClockWerx, Spin
Doctor, Super Maze Wars and Super
Mines.

Title: ClockWerx
ClockWerx is a computer game created by Callisto Corporation that was released in 1995. The game was
originally released by Callisto under the name SSpin Doctor". Later, with some game play enhancements,
it was published by Spectrum HoloByte as "Clockwerx which was endorsed by Alexey Pajitnov according
to the manual. A 3DO Interactive Multiplayer version was planned but never released. The object of the
game is to solve a series of increasingly difficult levels by swinging a rotating wand from dot to dot until
the player reaches the "goal" dot. Enemy wands ...

Title: Sivaji Ganesan
Some of his famous hits during this
period are " Vasantha Maligai ",
" Gauravam ", " Thanga Pathakkam "
and " Sathyam ".

Title: Vasantha Maligai
Vasantha Maligai is a 1972 Indian Tamil -language romance film, directed by K. S. Prakash Rao and
produced by D. Ramanaidu . The film stars Sivaji Ganesan and Vanisri , and is the Tamil remake of the 1971
Telugu film " Prema Nagar ". " Vasantha Maligai " was released on 29 September 1972 and became a major
commercial success, running in theatres for nearly 750 days. A digitally restored version of the film was
released on 8 March 2013, and another one on ...

Title: Say Anything (band)
Around this time, the band also
released " Alive with the Glory of Love "
as a single.

Title: Alive with the Glory of Love
"Alive with the Glory of Love" is the first single from Say Anything \’s second album " ...Is a Real Boy ".
"Alive with the Glory of Love" was released to radio on June 20, 2006. The song was a hit for the band,
charting at number twenty-eight on the Alternative Songs chart. The song, described as an "intense and
oddly uplifting rocker about a relationship torn by the Holocaust," by the " Pittsburgh Post-Gazette ", is
actually semi-biographical in nature, telling the story of songwriter and vocalist Max Bemis \’s ...

Title: Dorothy Sue Hill
Hill taught home economics from 1960
to 1969 for the Allen Parish School
Board and from 1969 to 1992 for the
Beauregard Parish School Board .

Title: Allen Parish School Board
Allen Parish School Board is a school district headquartered in Oberlin in Allen Parish in southwestern
Louisiana , United States. From 1960 to 1969, Dorothy Sue Hill, the state representative for Allen,
Beauregard , and Calcasieu parishes, taught home economics for Allen Parish schools.

Table 9: Examples of DL Q-P pairs where text in blue gives evidence and answer.

Query Passage

Title: Daniel Gormally
In 2015 he tied for the second place
with David Howell and Nicholas Pert
in the 102nd British Championship
andeventually finished fourth on tiebreak.

Title: Nicholas Pert
In 2015, Pert tied for 2nd–4th with David Howell and Daniel Gormally, finishing third on tiebreak, in the
British Chess Championship and later that year, he finished runner-up in the inaugural British Knockout
Championship, which was held alongside the London Chess Classic. In this latter event, Pert, who
replaced Nigel Short after his late withdrawal, eliminated Jonathan Hawkins in the quarterfinals and
Luke McShane in the semifinals, then he lost to David Howell 4–6 in the final.

Title: Ojuelegba, Lagos
Ojuelegba is a suburb in Surulere local
government area of Lagos State.

Title: Simi (singer)
... on September 8, 2017. Her third studio album " Omo Charlie Champagne, Vol. 1 " was released to
coincide with her thirty-first birthday on April 19, 2019. She launched her record label Studio Brat in
June 2019. Simi was born on 19 April 1988 in Ojuelegba, a suburb of Surulere, Lagos State, as the
last of four children. In an interview with Juliet Ebirim of " Vanguard " newspaper, Simi revealed
that her parents separated when she was 9 years old. She also revealed that she grew up as a ...

Title: The Aristocats
Longtime Disney collaborators
Robert and Richard Sherman composed
multiple songs for the film, though only
two made it in the finished product.

Title: In Search of the Castaways
Later sang the Sherman Brothers \’ theme song \’ The Aristocats \’ from Disney\’s 1970 animated
film "The Aristocats". Ïn Search of the Castaways" was a commercial success. Upon its initial
release, it earned $4.9 million in North American theatrical rentals. It was one of the 12 most popular
movies at the British box office in 1963. " The New York Times " declared: Ït is, as we say, a
whopping fable, more gimmicky than imaginative, but it doesn\’t lack for lively melodrama that is
more innocent and wholesome than much of the ...

Title: Jang Jin-young
As of 2008, Jang was one of the highest
paid stars in the Korean film industry,
earning in the region of per film.

Title: Scent of Love
Scent of Love (Scent of Chrysanthemums) is a 2003 South Korean film, and the directorial
debut of Lee Jeong-wook. The film is based on a novel of the same name by Kim Ha-in, and stars Jang
Jin-young and Park Hae-il in the lead roles. Like her character, Jang Jin-young battled stomach cancer
and died in 2009. The film received an around of 900,000 admissions nationwide and on May 16, 2003
the film was screened at the Cannes Film Festival. University student Seo In-ha meets a ...

Title: Vera Menchik
Vera Menchik ("Vera Frantsevna Menchik"
16 February 1906 – 26 June 1944) was a
Russian-born British-Czechoslovak chess
player who became the first women\’s
world chess champion.

Title: Paula Wolf-Kalmar
Paula Wolf-Kalmar (11 April 1880 - 29 September 1931) was an Austrian chess master, born in Zagreb.
She took 5th at Meran 1924 (unofficial European women’s championship won by Helene Cotton and Edith
Holloway). After the tournament three of the participants (Holloway, Cotton and Agnes Stevenson)
defeated three others (Kalmar, Gulich and Pohlner) in a double-round London vs. Vienna match. She was
thrice a Women’s World Championship Challenger. She took 3rd, behind Vera Menchik and Katarina
Beskow at London 1927 ...

Table 10: Examples of CM Q-P pairs where text in blue gives evidence while red gives answer.
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